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Marriage is a way to unity every aspect for each couple to make household life. Someone who has been married certainly has intention to build a harmony family, so that it needs the good emotion maturity to fulfill that dream. Nowadays young marriage has been done by many people in every region of Malang especially in the remote areas, one of them is in Dusun Jangkung Dadapan Wajak Malang. The phenomenon often causes the conflict or problem, so that it will be the bad effect of harmony of family.

This study is aimed to know the influence of emotion maturity toward the harmony of family in young marriage and to know how much contribution of emotion maturity influence the harmony of family.

The research design used in this study was quantitative research with regression method. The study had been done in Jangkung region, Dadapan village, Wajak, Malang with sample total of 34 people who has been married in young age and the criteria had been decided by the writer, that is the woman who has been married under 20 years old and they have to stay in Jangkung, Malang. The instrument used to collect the data was the model of likert scale.

The result study can be concluded that there is the significance of emotion maturity toward the harmony of family. The test result of emotion maturity variable gives the contribution for about 54.2% toward the harmony of family. The result study is to think about how importance to increase emotion maturity and to considerate the age before taking decision to do a marriage.